Some Smoke Detectors are Radioactive!

- Some smoke detectors contain small amounts of radioactive material.
- These detectors are not dangerous, but in large quantities they are not safe for the environment.
- The San Joaquin County Household Hazardous Waste Facility is not permitted to accept any radioactive materials. Non-radioactive units are accepted.

How Can I Tell if my Detector is Radioactive?
Check the back of your smoke detector to see if it is marked “radioactive” or look for the radioactive symbol.

If it is Radioactive - How do I Properly Dispose of it?
Turn this card over for information on disposal options that may be available.
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Contact the Manufacturer to Check Disposal Options for your Brand of Smoke Detector

American Sensors, Dicon, First Alert, BRK or Familyguard 800-323-9005, ext. 2

Honeywell 800-573-0154

G.E. Security/ESL/Interlogics 888-437-3287, option 1, option 1

System Sensors 800-736-7672, ext. 1

Invensys/Firex/Kidde 800-445-8299

USI Electric/Universal 800-390-4321, ext. 238

These companies also accept smoke detectors for a small fee:
Curie Environmental Services (505) 888-9392 www.curieservices.com
ADCO Services, Inc. (708) 429-1660 www.adcoservices.com
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